
13 Humanitarian intervention, democracy,
and imperialism: the American war with
Spain, 1898, and after

Mike Sewell

[T]he American people never shirk a responsibility and never unload a
burden that carries forward civilization. We accepted war for humanity.
We can accept no terms of peace which shall not be in the interest of
humanity. [Great applause]

William McKinley, October 18981

Ambassador (later Secretary of State) JohnHay’s remark that theAmerican
war with Spain in 1898 was a ‘splendid little war’ is well known. His next
phrase, ‘begun with the highest motives’ is not.2 President William
McKinley repeatedly defined the war as humanitarian. It was ‘a triumph
of our humanity’ begun ‘for freedom and to relieve our neighbors of
oppression’.3 One recent commentator sees in human rights ‘one of the
primary reasons why the United States went to war with Spain’, although
this ignored ‘the contradiction inherent in the joint pursuit of democracy,
a dynamic concept, and stability, a static one’.4 In September 1949,
Secretary of State Dean Acheson commented on commitments in Latin
America: ‘to protect security, defend democracy, and refrain from inter-
vention in the internal affairs of other American nations, a prescription, it
might seem, for inaction . . . or sacrifice of one of our purposes or prin-
ciples in pursuing others’.5 The McKinley administration went to war to
free Cuba. It then limited freedom in former Spanish colonies. I shall
argue that a core of humanitarian principles informed both decisions, but
also stimulated opposition to the second.

1 Speech at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 11 Oct. 1898, Speeches and Addresses of William McKinley
From March 1, 1897, to May 30, 1900 (New York: McClure’s, 1900), 87. The phrase
‘accepted war’ echoes Abraham Lincoln.

2 Hay to Theodore Roosevelt, quoted in W. R. Thayer, The Life and Letters of John Hay
(London: Constable, 1915), II, 337.

3 Speeches at Belle Plaine, Iowa, and Kokomo, Indiana, 11 and 21 Oct. 1898, in Speeches
and Addresses, 89, 140.

4 W. Zimmermann, First Great Triumph: How Five Americans made their Country a World
Power (New York: FSG, 2002), 494–9, quotations at 497 and 499.

5 D. Acheson, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (London: Norton,
1969), 330.
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Intervention presented as purely self-interested or purely humanitarian
did not command enough support to force war. Building an overwhelm-
ing interventionist consensus took Spanish and Cuban intransigence and
circumstances that created a coalition demanding intervention for
often contradictory reasons. Previous efforts to buy, seize or encourage
Cuba’s ‘gravitation’ to the United States failed due to Spanish control,
reluctance to take territory without the consent of the governed, slavery
politics and naval weakness. The Virginius affair brought the prospect of
Spanish–American war. Cuban-Americans claimed the protection of the
American flag when a filibustering expedition ended in capture and
trials. Despite a potentially strong legal case, the Grant administration
saw off Congressional demands for war. Spain made reparation for the
execution of American citizens, press coverage was balanced, Secretary
of State Hamilton Fish opposed an ‘unnecessary’ war, and Reconstruc-
tion politics intruded divisive race questions. Naval weakness made
victory uncertain. A multilateral solution emerged.6 Much had changed
by 1895, when rebellion again broke out in Cuba, leading to intervention
in April 1898.

The attitude of Spain was key. Madrid refused expedient conces-
sions in 1895–6 then gave too little, too late, too slowly. Spanish
informants depicted to American diplomats a fragile government pre-
ferring hopeless war to the peaceful loss of Cuba. Nor must Cuba
become independent lest it witness a repeat of events a century before
in Saint Domingue.7 Neither Spain nor the rebels would cease fire on
the other’s terms or make concessions to initiate negotiations. Inter-
vention came when it became apparent that no short-term scheme of
pacification could meet the two sides’ conditions and satisfy American
insistence upon an end to the horrors. The calls of honour and
humanity were not new but the American response was a function of
greater power. Significant recent investments increased direct Ameri-
can interests. The ‘new Navy’ made success in war more likely, easing
willingness to risk conflict.8 Citing Grant’s precedent, the Democrat
Cleveland administration resisted pressure for intervention. It

6 R. H. Bradford, The Virginius Affair (Boulder, CO: Colorado University Press, 1980),
97–136; J. Sexton, ‘The United States, the Cuban Rebellion, and the Multilateral
Initiative of 1875’, Diplomatic History 30 (2006), 335–66; I. Musicant, Empire by
Default: The Spanish–American War and the Dawn of the American Century (New York:
Henry Holt, 1998), 13.

7 Woodford to Sherman, 9 Mar. 1898, FRUS 1898, 682–4; J. L. Offner, An Unwanted War:
The Diplomacy of the United States and Spain over Cuba, 1895–1898 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1992), 114–17.

8 R. Kagan, Dangerous Nation: America and the World, 1600–1898 (London: Atlantic,
2006), 305, 309–13, 354–6, 409–10; Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 38, 265.
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encouraged reforms, especially Cuban autonomy, to end fighting.
More pro-Spanish than pro-Cuban, it was criticised for following Wall
Street’s preferences over humanitarian priorities.9 Strategic concerns
underlay Cleveland’s approach. Influenced by American planters with
Cuban interests to whom the rebels were a ‘nigger rabble’ prone to
arson and other crimes, he and Secretary of State Richard Olney
worried that independent Cuba might become a second, nearer, bigger
Haiti.10 They resisted the ‘Junta’ of Cuban exiles’ propaganda
that helped create ‘one-sided’11 American reporting of sufferings
which actually resulted from both rebel efforts to wreck the colonial
economy and the Spanish response. General Valeriano Weyler’s
‘reconcentration’ of the population undermined the insurgency but
was counter-productive. Historian J. L. Tone suggests that it ‘backfired
by creating an outcry in the United States against Spanish barbarism’.
A mix of fact, exaggeration and fiction marginalised more balanced
accounts. American journalists and consular officials produced
rebel-inspired accounts of suffering blaming Spain alone.12 Junta
propaganda stressed civilised qualities, to American eyes, of the insur-
gency and damned the Spanish as monsters.13 The affinities of the
rebels to American civilisation were emphasised and aspects of the
rebellion, notably the racial background of the rebel forces, were
obfuscated.

From his inaugural address in March 1897, McKinley’s Republican
administration added sympathy for the Cubans to insistence on
Americans’ rights and welfare.14 It increased pressure on Spain to make
concessions. A change of Spanish government brought the replacement
of Weyler and, apparently, his policies. By the New Year hopes began
to fade. Neither the rebels nor the Spanish would compromise over
sovereignty.15 Resistance to reforms took the form of riots which,
reported Consul General Richard Henry Lee from Havana, had a strong
anti-American aspect. Spanish dilatoriness over reforms and more riots
brought the despatch of ships to Cuban ports, including the USS Maine
to Havana.

9 L. L. Gould, The Spanish–American War and President McKinley (Lawrence: University
Press of Kansas, 1982), 25; Kagan, Dangerous Nation, 377–94.

10 Musicant, Empire by Default, 83–7.
11 R. F. Hamilton, President McKinley, War and Empire, 2 vols. (New Brunswick:

Transaction, 2006), I, 105.
12 J. L. Tone, War and Genocide in Cuba, 1895–1898 (Chapel Hill: University of North

Carolina Press, 2006), 218–24, quotation at 224.
13 Hamilton, McKinley, I, 232–40; Tone, War and Genocide, 139–88.
14 Kagan, Dangerous Nation, 387–93. 15 Gould, Spanish–American War, 17–23.
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From Washington the Spanish Minister reported that the American
mood had shifted; ‘any sensational occurrence’ might disturb rela-
tions.16 The revelation on 9 February of a private letter in which
he criticised McKinley and advocated a duplicitous course in negoti-
ations to buy time caused uproar. On 16 February, news of the sinking
of the Maine triggered war fever. McKinley insisted on awaiting the
results of an enquiry, but the press and politicians leapt to the conclu-
sion that the Spanish were either responsible for the explosion that
sank it or incapable of fulfilling their duty to protect the ship. Sugges-
tions that there may have been an internal explosion were swamped by
denunciations of Spain. The enquiry reported, probably wrongly, on
24 March that external agency had sunk the Maine. The adminis-
tration faced overwhelming pressure to intervene and concluded that
Spain must quickly concede Cuban independence and a cease-fire.
American diplomacy stressed that Weyler’s conduct had been such as
to raise the possibility of breaking off relations had he not been
dismissed. War would have been preferable to a continuation of his
methods. Yet the suffering continued. If fighting was not over by mid-
April, the rainy season would bring further famine and epidemics of
yellow fever that might spread to the US, which was thus obliged to
intervene if Spain was impotent.17 Spanish concessions were insuffi-
cient to avert an American ultimatum. On 11 April McKinley invited
Congress to consider the issues. War came. American victories
followed. An armistice was signed on 12 August, the Treaty of Paris
on 10 December. Cuba was under military rule until 1902 when
independence was qualified by the 1901 Platt Amendment. Interven-
tion to secure order followed as early as 1906. The United States
retained Guantanamo Bay and Puerto Rico, vital relative to any
isthmian canal. Guam’s cession was uncontroversial. Colonialism in
the Philippines was not.

*
McKinley’s claims that intervention served the cause of humanity
have been debated ever since. American interests included commercial,
strategic and sanitary considerations. Public statements gave priority to
self-determination, freedom and the relief of suffering. Congress
imposed limits on American ambitions through the self-denying Teller
amendment guaranteeing Cuban self-determination and disavowing
permanent annexation.18 Wartime proclamations stressed benevolence:

16 Musicant, Empire, 126.
17 Woodford to Sherman, 2 Mar. 1898, FRUS 1898, 674–5.
18 Gould, Spanish–American War, 47–50.
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‘[W]e come not to make war upon the inhabitants of Cuba . . . but to
protect them in their homes, in their employments, and in their personal
and religious rights’.19

Historians’ interpretations have mirrored the preoccupations of their
times. Post-war American accounts regarded it positively as regards
Cuba, ambivalently over the Philippines. A 1910s biographer thought
McKinley ‘the first of our Presidents to respond to the call of a broad
philanthropy towards other less fortunate people’.20 Between the world
wars intervention was criticised. Strategic concerns were rehabilitated in
mid-century. Post-Vietnam revisionism argued economic determinism
and dismissed humanitarian professions. This scepticism remains prom-
inent in textbooks. At its best, it poses important challenges to those who
would define the intervention as humanitarian.21 It sometimes ignores
evidence that business opinion was reluctant to go to war and that
Cleveland and McKinley resisted jingo pressures. Political scientist
Richard Hamilton criticises over-determined interpretations, stressing
instead contingency and elite leadership of a public sentiment responsive
to humanitarian rhetoric.22

Such scholarship takes the rhetoric of humanitarianism seriously,
probing such influences as partisanship and Christian duty.23 Gerald
Linderman’s 1974 analysis remains influential. He found ‘two formula-
tions widely accepted by Americans in 1898: the popular dedication
to the Spanish–American War as a humanitarian and anti-materialist
crusade, and the popular denunciation of the American businessman-
financier as an internal enemy . . . [trying to] block a war for humanity’.24

Values shaped policy-makers’ priorities. Ninkovich quotes one
contemporary: ‘We want not to acquire the Philippines for ourselves,
but to give the Philippines free schools, a free church, open courts,
no caste, equal rights for all’. He argues that ‘more than any other

19 McKinley to Secretary of War Russell Alger, 18 July 1898, Correspondence Relating to the
War with Spain, April 15, 1898 to July 30, 1902, 2 vols. (Washington, DC: Center of
Military History reprint, 1993), I, 159–60.

20 E. K. Smith, ‘WilliamMcKinley’s Enduring Legacy: The Historiographical Debate over
the Taking of the Philippine Islands’, in Crucible of Empire: The Spanish–American War
and its Aftermath, ed. J. C. Bradford (Annapolis, MD: US Naval Institute Press, 1993),
quotation at 211.

21 P. A. Kramer, The Blood of Government: Race, Empire, the United States and the Philippines
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006); L. A. Perez, The War of 1898:
The United States and Cuba in History and Historiography (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1998).

22 Hamilton, McKinley, I, 115, 195–7, 29. 23 Offner, Unwanted War, 187–8.
24 G. F. Linderman, The Mirror of War: American Society and the Spanish–American War

(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1974), 6–7.
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argument, it was the call of duty and civilization, the internationalist
rhetoric of empire, that appears to have had the greatest impact’.25

Linderman emphasises deep-rooted stereotypes of Catholic Spain as
barbaric, unchangingly cruel, incapable of good government and uncivil-
ised. American leaders who took the country to war were schooled on
‘Black Legend’ histories of Counter-Reformation Spanish cruelty. Weyler
was a newDuke of Alba, who featured in that tradition as the brutal enemy
of the Dutch Revolt. When faced with contentious evidence from
Cuba, many Americans reverted to such assumptions.26 Offner thus sees
reconcentration, not theMaine, as the key issue, preparing the ground for
McKinley’s emphasis on humanitarian themes.27 Minister to Spain
Woodford reckoned theMaine sinking could be resolved, ‘but there remain
general conditions inCubawhich can not longer be endured andwhichwill
demand action on our part unless Spain restores honourable peace, which
will stop starvation of people and give them opportunity to take care of
themselves and restore commerce’. He suggested ‘the time has comewhen
theUnited Statesmust, in the interest of humanity and because of the great
and pressing commercial, financial and sanitary needs of our country, ask
that some satisfactory agreement be reached within a very few days’.
Assistant Secretary of StateWilliam R. Day replied that McKinley ‘cannot
look upon the starvation in Cuba save with horror. The concentration of
men, women and children in fortified towns and permitting them to starve
is intolerable to a Christian nation geographically so close as ours to Cuba.
All this has shocked and inflamed the Americanmind, as it has the civilized
world.’28 Europeans stressed that for the protection of its own citizens ‘and
for the sake of humanity and civilization, theUnited Statesmust accept the
duty which our position in the western hemisphere imposes upon us’.29

The proximity of the suffering, and the prospect that epidemic disease
might spread, played a role in easing the creation of an interventionist
consensus but was only part of the explanation. Tone comments:

When a state – especially a populist republic – embarks on foreign military
adventures, it is essential to prepare the ground by clothing war in the

25 F. Ninkovich, The United States and Imperialism (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 40, 47,
150–2; also K. Phillips, William McKinley (New York: Henry Holt, 2003), 93–5, 156;
Musicant, Empire, 590–600.

26 Linderman, Mirror, 115–28.
27 Offner, Unwanted War, 48, 80, 84–7, 112–13, 136–41, 183–4.
28 Woodford to the President, 21 and 25 Mar. 1898; Day to Woodford, 26 Mar. 1898,

FRUS 1898, 695, 699, 704.
29 Woodford to Sherman, 13 Sept. 1897, ibid., 562–5. Consular reports, ibid., 596–7,

describing ‘alarming rates of starvation’ and powerless colonial authorities, were held
back by McKinley from Congress whilst he sought a settlement.
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language of human rights and a civilizing mission. Reconcentration gave the
American jingoes just the tool they needed to do this. As a result the American
public went to war in Cuba confident that their cause was righteous.30

McKinley dwelt upon reconcentration: ‘it was not civilized warfare,
it was extermination. The only peace it could beget was that of the
wilderness and the grave.’ Pacification must immediately end such
misery.31 To his Peace Commissioners, he stressed: ‘We took up arms
only in obedience to the dictates of humanity and in the fulfilment of
high public and moral obligations. We had no design of aggrandizement
and no ambition of conquest.’ He had gone to war to right wrongs.32

Kagan sees American policy as aimed to expand civilisation by spreading
democracy: McKinley reluctantly took the nation to war because of
overwhelming political pressures generated by a widely reported
humanitarian crisis. Honour, human rights and humanity demanded
intervention against savagery and tyranny.33

Historian Kristin Hoganson stresses gendered values. To proponents,
the war was chivalrous: ‘[n]o man ever went to the assistance of a weak
and defenseless fellow-being who was being tortured by a brutal master
and did not feel that he had done a good act, and did not receive the
encouragement and plaudits of manly men’. TheMaine incident engaged
American honour, tipping the views of some hesitant leaders ‘because
it has become necessary to fight if we would uphold our manhood’.34

Trask quotes a McKinley confidant on considerations of humanity and
justice in motivating ‘a selfless war for Cuba’ and ‘public enthusiasm for
Cuban independence’. The humanitarian objective of Cuban independ-
ence achieved, expansionist appetites were stimulated.35

Perez portrays a historiographical myth of a ‘relief mission’ derived
from American views during the war, but concedes that many Americans
believed their cause to be humanitarian.36 McKinley, a cautious imperi-
alist, fits Perez’s characterisation of the American self-image. Several
future critics of intervention in the Philippines shared the President’s

30 Tone, War and Genocide, 224, 249; and 218–22 on Junta manipulation of the black
legend.

31 Message toCongress, 11April 1898, in J.D.Richardson (ed.),ACompilation of theMessages
and Papers of the Presidents, WilliamMcKinley (n.p.: Biblio-Bazaar reprint, 2006), 31–5.

32 McKinley instructions, FRUS 1898, 16 Sept. 1898, 906–7.
33 Kagan, Dangerous Nation, 296, 386–90, 406–7, 411–12.
34 K. L. Hoganson, Fighting for American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the

Spanish–American and Philippine–American Wars (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1998), 43–5, 67–73, 85, quotation at 70–1.

35 D. F. Trask, The War with Spain in 1898 (Lincoln, NB: University of Nebraska Press,
1981), 36, 474–83.

36 Perez, War of 1898, 20–41.
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views. Senator George Frisbie Hoar (R-Mass) favoured intervention
in Cuba after events eroded hopes of Cuban freedom through peace-
ful means. Andrew Carnegie reluctantly accepted war for Cuban
independence. Mark Twain supported fighting to free Cuba from
foreign rule as noble, just as he later opposed American rule in the
Philippines.37

Economic considerations featured in justifications, but rarely domin-
ated.38 Vehement denunciations of timid capitalists by advocates of a
large policy were prominent. Targets included John D. Rockefeller and
J. P. Morgan. Investors in Cuban sugar urged caution rather than risk a
conflict. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge and Assistant Secretary of the
Navy Theodore Roosevelt lambasted business timidity, indicting com-
mercial society for undermining manly virtues.39 The values of Main
Street prevailed over Wall Street. A broad coalition demanded action
against disorder and for democracy over business hesitation.40 Business
resistance was reduced by the events of February and, notably, by a
Senate speech following a visit to Cuba by conservative millionaire
businessman Redfield Proctor (R-Vt) on 17 March. Alluding to the
Inquisition and St Bartholomew’s Night massacre, he described a mis-
governed people striving for deliverance. Although prepared for horrors,
the reality was worse than he had imagined. Proctor’s account of ‘desola-
tion and distress, misery and starvation’ raised the prospect of war
‘founded on an undiluted humanitarianism’. He brought from Hoar
the comment that intervention would be ‘the most honourable single
war in all history’.41

Proctor reinforced the view that Spain lacked the capacity to govern
Cuba humanely and effectively. The Maine disaster provided evidence
that this posed a threat to Americans.42 Such key figures as Republican
Senators William E. Chandler (R-NH) and Joseph B. Foraker (R-OH)
switched just as Democrats seized on the Maine to garner support for
action.43 Lawyer, Republican loyalist and future Secretary of War Elihu
Root, motivated by Proctor’s speech and the Maine report, switched

37 E. T. L. Love, Race over Empire: Racism and U.S. Imperialism, 1865–1900 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina, 2004), 151–8; Hamilton, McKinley, I, 228–9; 123, the
archetypally pro-corporate Mark Hanna (R-OH), thought war ‘a damn nuisance’.
J. Zwick, Confronting Imperialism: Essays on Mark Twain and the Anti-Imperialist League
(New Haven: Infinity, 2007), 125–8, 158–9; Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 330–8.

38 Hamilton, McKinley, I, 195–9. 39 Hoganson, Fighting, 36–9.
40 L. D. Langley, The Banana Wars: United States Intervention in the Caribbean, 1898–1934

(Wilmington: Scholarly Resources, 2002), xvii–xx; Hamilton, McKinley, I, 105–9,
120–6, 246; II, 85–94.

41 Linderman, Mirror, 7, 40–5, 58. 42 Perez, War of 1898, 62.
43 Hamilton, McKinley, I, 218–31; Tone, War and Genocide, 249.
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from pro-business reluctance to regretful interventionism to uphold
American principles and human rights.44 Phillips describes a president
close to the business community, opposed to war, facing hawkish criti-
cism. Only after Proctor’s speech made the business community less
apprehensive and more favourable to humanitarian arguments did the
president bow to pressure.45

The yellow journalism of Hearst and Pulitzer was Democrat and
followed opinion. Their shrill attacks on McKinley reflected the partisan
dimension to debates. Having chafed under Republican attacks on
Cleveland, Silver Democrats castigated McKinley for subservience to
banking interests.46 Business leaders thought war might endanger eco-
nomic recovery. Party fears of electoral losses pushed the reluctant
president to accept war despite his lingering hopes for a peaceful solu-
tion.47 McKinley bowed to the popular consensus despite his desire to
avoid war. Ernest May describes him as ‘jumping aboard a vehicle he
could not brake’.48 He stayed silent until April then capitulated.
A leading pro-business Republican doubted that the president could
resist popular clamour after the report on the Maine: ‘if he cannot end
it by negotiations, the people will insist that he shall do so by force’.
Nothing, thought Senator Thomas C. Platt (R-NY), would restrain
Congress from declaring for intervention and war. The November elec-
tions would be a disaster if the administration resisted.49 Pushed by his
party, McKinley manifested his preference to stay close to public opin-
ion. His decision was eased by humanitarian considerations that had
gained popular currency in an ‘emotional response to what many
Americans considered the intolerable conditions of the Cuban people’.50

American victories followed. By August, American forces held the
bay and city of Manila, parts of eastern Cuba, and much of Puerto
Rico. Humanitarian war to liberate suffering Cubans expanded
with far-reaching consequences. Americans faced new responsibilities.
Tensions between order and democracy surfaced in debates about how
to translate the humanitarian values that helped take the country to war
into a settlement. The Junta promoted a vision of the Cuban insurgents

44 Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 256–9. 45 Phillips, McKinley, 91–5.
46 Hamilton, McKinley, I, 149ff., 190–2, 232.
47 Offner,Unwanted War, 15–18, 153; Linderman,Mirror, 33–4; Musicant, Empire, 172–5.
48 E. R. May, Imperial Democracy: The Emergence of the United States as a Great Power

(New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1961), 243. May argues that partisan politics played a
crucial role.

49 Phillips, McKinley, 94–5; Musicant, Empire, 168–73; Linderman, Mirror, 21–37.
50 Linderman, Mirror, 27–30; Bradford (ed.), Crucible, xiii–xiv; J. Dobson, Reticent

Expansionism: The Foreign Policy of William McKinley (Pittsburgh: Duquesne
University Press, 1988), 5–14; Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 253–8.
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as disciplined, orderly, conventional warriors, not the guerrilla reality.
The Spanish were presented as cowardly, inhumane butchers.
A re-evaluation occurred when Spanish troops fought bravely, treated
American prisoners properly, and surrendered rather than inflicting
needless casualties. Where interventionist propaganda had depicted
rebels’ affinities with American values, Spanish commanders now
stressed theirs. Rebel forces were viewed differently. Junta-fuelled
expectations were disappointed. Ragged Afro-Cuban irregulars assisted
American landings in ways not obvious to the arriving soldiers. Ill-suited
to conventional warfare, they could not prevent Spanish reinforcements
reaching Santiago. They looked to the Americans like bandits, scaven-
ging for food and equipment, gaining a reputation for importuning their
friends, avoiding work details and not engaging the enemy. Their treat-
ment of prisoners seemed arbitrary and brutal. American perceptions
shifted. A war critic commented: ‘The noble army of Cuban martyrs
has become an armed rabble as unchivalrous as it was unsanitary’. This
re-evaluation of Cubans was mirrored in the Philippines.51

*
The war for Cuba united Americans. That for the Philippines divided
them. Naval plans for a war over Cuba were predicated on a strategy to
bring Spain to favourable terms. There was no joint planning for com-
bined Pacific operations as there was for the Caribbean. McKinley’s aim
in sending a fleet to the Philippines and invading Puerto Rico was to
discomfort Spain, protect commerce and force negotiations on Ameri-
can terms without major operations near Havana. Annexation was ‘an
unintended by-product of the war . . . accident rather than calculated
design’.52 After victory McKinley faced the question of retention.53

Outgoing Secretary of State Day commented as he took on the role of
Peace Commissioner: ‘Because we had done good in one place, we were
not therefore compelled to rush over the whole civilized world, six
thousand miles away from home, to undertake tasks of that sort among
people of whom we knew nothing’.54 Until Dewey’s victory brought a
‘radical change of mission’, no thought was given to sending an army to

51 Tone, War and Genocide, 280–5; Hoganson, Fighting, 107–9; Linderman, Mirror,
134–47, quotation at 144.

52 Trask, War with Spain, 73–8, 367–8.
53 E. K. Smith, ‘“A Question FromWhichWe Could Not Escape”: WilliamMcKinley and

the Decision to Acquire the Philippine Islands’, Diplomatic History 9 (1985), 363–75;
Hamilton, McKinley, II, 18–21.

54 Offner, Unwanted War, xi; diary entry for 16 Sept. 1898, H. Wayne Morgan (ed.),
Making Peace with Spain: The Diary of Whitelaw Reid (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1965), 28.
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the Philippines.55 Numbers rose incrementally from 5,000 to 20,000 as
commanders sought clarification of their orders.56 Neither quite by
accident nor by design, imperial ventures developed. Dewey drew a
parallel between the Filipinos and freed slaves during the Civil War –
they augmented the forces facing a common enemy. He and American
Consuls initially encouraged Filipino rebels to join the war effort and
form a government.57 For months McKinley hesitated, causing Henry
Cabot Lodge to worry about political repercussions of restored Spanish
rule: ‘Democrats will unite in attacking us for doing so as false to
freedom & humanity & we shall have no answer’.58

Dissent became more prominent after the peace treaty was signed.
Annexation of the Philippines turned Twain and others anti-imperialist.
But the treaty was ratified. Simultaneously, fighting, the counter-
insurgency phase of which lasted until 1902, broke out between Fili-
pinos and Americans. Anti-imperialists held that American traditions
were being violated and worried about Filipino economic competition.
Imperialists countered with strategic and prestige concerns, economic
potential, and the duty of the United States to follow through on
humanitarian war aims. Anyway, the alternatives were worse.

Policy-makers placed their faith in God to show them what destiny
intended but also relied upon local expertise. Filipino and Cuban elites
sought American protection. The colonial state was built ‘in dialogue
with Hispanicized Filipino elites’.59 General Otis reported that Manila
residents preferred American protection.60 Sceptics about American
humanitarian professions suggest that ‘wealthy Filipinos clamored for
US rule because they distrusted democracy’, reinforcing American
racial and class biases.61 There was considerable variation, by island,
ethnic group, province and village in American–Filipino relations. Linn

55 D. F. Trask, ‘American Intelligence During the War’, in Crucible, ed. Bradford, 25–8;
Musicant, Empire, 237–61; Love, Race over Empire, 159, notes that not even
expansionists initially advocated annexation.

56 Trask, War with Spain, 167, 422, 479–80.
57 B. M. Linn, The Philippine War, 1899–1902 (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press,

2000), 5–7; Trask, War with Spain, 398–407; Musicant, Empire, 550; Gould, Spanish–
American War, 61–2.

58 Lodge quoted in L. L. Gould, ‘William McKinley: “The Man at the Helm”’, in
Commanders in Chief: Presidential Leadership in Modern Wars, ed. J. G. Dawson
(Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1993), 60; Love, Race over Empire, 171–2.

59 Kramer, Blood of Government, 84–5, 112–13, 215, quotation at 226; D. J. Silbey, AWar
of Frontier and Empire: The Philippine-American, 1899–1902 (New York: Hill and Wang,
2007), 128, 135.

60 Otis to Adjutant General, 3 Sept. 1898, Correspondence, II, 786.
61 T. Schoonover, Uncle Sam’s War of 1898 and the Origins of Globalization (Lexington:

University Press of Kentucky, 2003), 98.
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depicts ‘a series of regional struggles bewildering in their complexity’
and stresses intra-Filipino divisions.62 Spanish troops also affected
American attitudes. Preferring surrender to the Americans to defeat
by their subjects, Spanish commanders agreed to fight enough to satisfy
honour. At Manila as at Santiago de Cuba, they surrendered only to the
Americans. Filipino forces were excluded. The exclusions caused
recriminations. This smacked to the American forces of ingratitude.
Although the sufferings of white populations did not play a particular
role in stimulating intervention, Europeans were able to influence how
humanitarian principles were interpreted as intervention turned into
pacification.

Edging to his decision, McKinley sought expert advice. He then
moulded public consensus by effective communication of his prior-
ities.63 In June, McKinley’s ambitions only encompassed a coaling sta-
tion and secure harbour. By September he desired Luzon as the best way
to secure them. Men with experience of the Philippines suggested that
the Filipinos lacked capacity for effective self-government without
American tutelage. ‘Nearly all expert testimony’ to the Peace Commis-
sioners considered it ‘a naval, political, and commercial mistake to
divide the archipelago’.64 Islands a cannon-shot away from American
possessions might fall into the hands of rival powers if left independent,
and there was a moral obligation not to return any to Spain’s ‘oppressive
power’.65 Military reports derived from Manila elites suggested Filipino
opinion was favourable to American rule and that Emilio Aguinaldo’s
republic was unrepresentative, even unpopular. General Francis
V. Greene’s visit to Washington after his tour in the Philippines was
important. He met McKinley over several days in late September and
early October, playing a key role in convincing the president to choose
American control of the whole archipelago: Filipinos wanted an out-
come similar to Cuba with growth into self-rule under American protec-
tion.66 Consuls also denigrated the republic, echoing the local urban
elite.67 Their reports added weight to Greene’s view that to relinquish
control would bring anarchy and civil strife to the islands. Split control

62 Linn, Philippine War, ix–xi, 75–82, 59–61, 185–99, quotation at 185.
63 Phillips, McKinley, xvii, 100.
64 Commissioners to Secretary of State Hay, telegram, 25 Oct. 1898, FRUS 1898, 932.
65 Trask, War with Spain, 450–1; Dobson, Reticent Expansionism, 105–6, 138–40; Gould,

Spanish–American War, 82–3, 101.
66 Gould, Spanish–American War, 100–3.
67 For example, Consul Williams, 12 May, forwarded by Day to the War Department,

Correspondence, II, 718–19; Trask, ‘American Intelligence’, 40–3; Musicant, Empire,
546.
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was risky with other powers, notably Germany or Japan, hovering.68

Reports of McKinley’s conversations in November mirror Greene’s
arguments: the war’s origins made return to Spain impossible; control
by other powers would be only marginally less ignominious; turning
control over ‘to the Tagal insurgents’ would endanger stability and
progress; splitting islands so close together was fraught with dangers.
That left American control.69 The Peace Commissioners received simi-
lar advice from military men. Whitelaw Reid recorded its particular
effect on Day, who was initially reluctant to take more than a coaling
station, citing Commander Bradford’s memorandum of 14 October,
forwarded by the president, on the strategic impossibility of splitting
the archipelago. Further military testimony diminished Day’s and
Democrat Senator George Gray’s (D-Del) resistance to annexation.
One report included accounts likening Spanish torture of suspected
freemasons to the Inquisition or the worst acts of North American
Indians. It thought Aguinaldo manageable ‘with tact’.70

Negative images of the Spanish and a perception of the Filipinos as
unready for self-rule encouraged annexation. In July, with Aguinaldo
still praising the Americans as humanitarian ‘liberators’ and ‘redeem-
ers’, Lodge opined that, the war having been fought for ethical
reasons, it would be ‘infamy’ to hand ‘people whom we have set free’
back to Spain.71 Concern about other powers was genuine. Dewey
enjoyed tense relations with a German squadron that appeared in
Manila Bay. American voices worried about Japanese ambitions in
Hawaii as in the Philippines. Whitelaw Reid’s diary of the treaty
negotiation described conversations with German diplomats about
their country’s Pacific interests. British diplomats stressed possible
rivals.72 The concern sharpened misgivings about Filipino capacity
for stable and orderly self-government. A mere Protectorate might
bring complications.

*
By 13 November, when the Commissioners were instructed to demand
the whole archipelago, McKinley had ensured that they received plenty

68 General Otis to the Adjutant General, 13 Nov. 1898, Correspondence, II, 836; E. K.
Smith, ‘McKinley’s Enduring Legacy’, in Crucible, ed. Bradford, 234–5; Musicant,
Empire, 600–2; Trask, War with Spain, 452–3.

69 Smith, ‘A Question’, 372, echoing another military man’s mid-October memorandum.
70 Morgan, Making Peace, 54–6, 73–4, 178, 214–15. S. C. Miller, Benevolent Assimilation:

The American Conquest of the Philippines, 1899–1903 (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1982), 20.

71 Kramer, Blood of Government, 84–5; Trask, War with Spain, 439.
72 Morgan, Making Peace, 186, 3 December, for example.
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of material to shape their discussions.73 With the decision crystallising, he
undertook a speaking tour in theMidwest from 11 to 21 October. This was
an effective exercise in leading public opinion. His emphasis on the interests
of humanity, not shirking responsibility, promoting liberty, and fulfilling
duty and destiny in a Godly cause rallied support for annexation.74 Destiny
imposed a duty on the United States to exercise a civilising role by ending
suffering and injustice.75 High-minded American tutelage for self-rule and
‘benevolent assimilation’ would promote Filipino welfare.76

In contrast to his public silence in early 1898, McKinley was the main
promoter of annexation of the Philippines, emphasising humanitarian
themes. He had not wanted the islands, having no imperial designs, but
to be true to national principles, the blessings of freedom must be
brought to the islands: ‘We cannot escape the obligations of victory . . .
We are bound in conscience to keep and perform the covenants which
the war has sacredly sealed with mankind. Accepting war for humanity’s
sake, we must accept all obligations which the war in duty and honor
imposed upon us.’77 Privately he reported agonising over the fate of the
Philippines. Dewey’s destruction of the Spanish fleet had been under-
taken for short-term aims but it became imperative to strip Spain of her
colonies. Return was impossible ‘for the very reasons which justified the
war’. Handing them to European powers would bring war ‘in fifteen
minutes’. It ‘would be to escape responsibility for our own acts and that
we could not do; our duty and destiny demanded that we undertake our
own responsibilities’. In the interests of humanity the United States
must accept its destiny.78 Some accounts intrude a more overt
religious note, portraying McKinley adverting to prayer. Rather than
dismiss this self-portrayal, we should, as Preston has urged, connect the
sacred and the secular.79 Lincoln ‘won the war with metaphors’ by
leading public opinion to accept novel policies. McKinley strove to do
likewise.80 McKinley’s presentation of the country as God’s instrument

73 Hay to Commissioners, 13 Nov. 1898, FRUS 1898, 949; by 25 October, a majority
favoured annexation, 932–4.

74 Gould, Spanish–American War, 104. 75 Musicant, Empire, 614–15.
76 Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 386–92; Love, Race over Empire, 192–3.
77 Gould, Spanish–American War, 117–19; McKinley, speech at the Citizens’ Banquet in

the Auditorium, Chicago, 19 Oct. 1898, in Speeches and Addresses, 133–4.
78 Smith, ‘A Question’, 369–70.
79 A. Preston, ‘Bridging the Gap Between the Sacred and the Secular in the History of

American Foreign Relations’, Diplomatic History 30 (2006), 783–812.
80 J. McPherson, ‘How Lincoln Won the War with Metaphors’, in his Abraham Lincoln and

the Second American Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 93–112;
D. L. Wilson, Lincoln’s Sword: The Presidency and the Power of Words (New York: Knopf,
2007), 145, 231, 233–5, 244.
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connected their wars. They shared the same humane ends: liberation
and emancipation. Such allusions defined the war, even the Philippine
counter-insurgency, as morally just. As Lincoln taught that God’s
providence, through events, expanded his war beyond original aims,81

so McKinley’s outgrew freeing Cuba.
McKinley’s September instructions to the Peace Commissioners

stressed the war’s unselfish purpose:

[W]e took up arms only in obedience to the dictates of humanity and in the
fulfilment of high public and moral obligationsm . . . Without any original
thought of complete or even partial acquisition, the presence and success of
our arms at Manila imposes upon us obligations that we cannot disregard. The
march of events rules and overrules human action.82

The president told Philippine Commissioner Jacob G. Schurman that
‘events had governed him’. Secretary of the Navy John D. Long agreed.
A responsibility was acquired once Manila fell, ‘I cannot shut my eyes to
the march of events – a march which seems beyond human control’.83

To the Boston Home Market Club in February 1899, McKinley
stressed:

The evolution of events, which no man could control, has brought these
problems upon us . . . The Philippines, like Cuba and Porto Rico [sic], were
intrusted to our hands by the war, and to that great trust, under the providence
of God and in the name of human progress and civilization we are committed
{Great applause}.

A ‘higher Power’ than presidents’ or generals’ plans determined the
outcome of wars. McKinley then stressed Greene’s themes. Return to
Spain or for the islands shamefully to be ‘tossed into the arena of the
strife of nations’ would be ‘a weak evasion of duty’. Self-government was
unacceptable:

Could we, after freeing the Filipinos from the domination of Spain, have left
them without government and without power to protect life or property or to
perform the international obligations essential to an independent state? Could
we have left them in a state of anarchy and justified ourselves in our own
consciences and before the tribunal of mankind? Could we have done that in
the sight of God or man? . . . We were obeying a higher moral obligation, which
rested on us and did not require anyone’s consent. {Great applause and
cheering} We were doing our duty by them, as God gave us the light to see
our duty.

81 R. C. White, Lincoln’s Greatest Speech: The Second Inaugural (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 2002), 97, 123.

82 Instructions to the Peace Commissioners, 16 Sept. 1898, FRUS 1898, 906–7.
83 Trask, War with Spain, 454–5.
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Grave responsibilities fell unsought on ‘American emancipators’.
Filipinos would enjoy ‘the blessings of freedom, of civil and religious
liberty, of education, and of homes . . . [their] children and children’s
children shall for ages hence bless the American republic because it
emancipated and redeemed their fatherland’.84

Civil War echoes abound. Lincoln’s Second Inaugural evoked
‘firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right’. The passive voice
recalls Lincoln’s advocacy of controversial wartime policies. The insist-
ence on events, and their providential nature, sanctified McKinley’s war
as humanitarian. Republicans of McKinley’s generation would recall
Lincoln’s ‘I do not claim to have controlled events, but confess plainly
that events have controlled me’.85 John Hay had been one of Lincoln’s
private secretaries and co-authored the definitive biography in which he
revealed how Lincoln invoked Divine Will, making human agents ‘the
instrumentalities of another will’.86 The theme recurred in his Second
Inaugural: ‘The Almighty has His own purposes’. Lincoln supposed
God had given both north and south their terrible war ‘as the woe to
those by whom the offence came’.

His countrymen should seek God’s will in the conflict.87 Carwardine
has stressed how, ‘tapping into the Union’s deep well of religio-patriotic
sentiment’, Lincoln proclaimed a direct providential role for an inter-
ventionist God and thus rallied support from important religious con-
stituencies. McKinley, a religious man who ‘personified American
Protestantism’,88 rallied support by following Lincoln’s themes. He too
fused patriotism with ‘the forces of mainstream Protestant orthodoxy,
the most potent agent of American nationalism’. Patriotic attachment to
the nation as the chosen instrument of God’s will, a quest for liberty and
justice for all, and military necessity justified unanticipated policies.89

The Republican constituency that responded to these themes repre-
sented a body of opinion amenable to calls to intervene on humanitarian
grounds. Grand Old Party rank and file remembered the Civil War as a

84 Speech to the Boston Home Market Club, 16 Feb. 1899, in Speeches and Addresses,
185–93.

85 The phrase occurs in the ‘Hodges letter’ of April 1864, White, Greatest Speech, 96–9;
A. C. Guelzo, Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation (New York: Simon and Schuster,
2004), 7.

86 D. E. Fehrenbacher, ‘The Weight of Responsibility’, in his Lincoln in Text and Context:
Collected Essays (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987), 162.

87 J. Takach, Lincoln’s Moral Vision: The Second Inaugural Address (Jackson, MS: University
Press of Mississippi, 2002), 94–7, 125–42; Guelzo, Emancipation Proclamation, 167–8.

88 R. Carwardine, Lincoln: A Life of Purpose and Power (New York: Knopf, 2006), 266, 227,
245–8; Phillips, McKinley, 15–16, 83.

89 Carwardine, Lincoln, 313; Guelzo, Emancipation Proclamation, 203.
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conflict justified by God’s Providence and seem, from the evidence of
McKinley’s speaking tours, to have responded enthusiastically to his
efforts to associate his aims with Lincoln’s. Without amounting to a
humanitarian constituency akin to abolitionists, the party faithful
formed a reservoir of support for humanitarian military action.

The providential theme and McKinley’s religiosity make sense only
when linked to the Civil War heritage.90 McKinley, having seen war,
wished never to ‘get into a war until I am sure that God and Man
approve’.91 Kagan has suggested that the Civil War’s outcome made
future foreign interventions easier. This seems too simple. Race politics
continued to affect debates over intervention, usually making it less
likely. Southern segregationists opposed bringing more people of colour
under American rule. There was a constituency that responded to
humanitarian impulses to export American values, including self-rule.
But it overlapped with an anti-imperialist impulse that derived from
similar roots. The attitudes of the two senators from Massachusetts at
this time, Henry Cabot Lodge and George F. Hoar, exemplify this
diversity of post-abolitionist sentiment.

Kagan’s view of the Union’s Civil War as encompassing themes typical
of nineteenth-century foreign policy – nation-building through force to
change enemy values and society, hard war for libertarian ends – is closer
to the mark. ‘The moral logic of Lincoln’ animated those wielding
American power in 1898.92 McKinley had fought insurgent ‘rebels’ in
the Shenandoah Valley. Lincoln twice used the term ‘insurgent’ in his
Second Inaugural to describe Confederates conspiring against estab-
lished government. In the Philippines General Orders governing military
treatment of the local population derived directly from the Union army’s
and frontier warfare.93 GO 100, issued by Lincoln in 1863, prescribed
humane treatment of civilians as long as they did not resist. If they did,
harsh treatment would follow. Those who wilfully resisted a constitu-
tional order had no justification for seeking its protection. Combatants
out of uniform would be treated like highwaymen or pirates, not soldiers.
Ribbons worn at the 1865 inaugural celebrations proclaimed ‘No com-
promise with armed rebels’.94 Once Filipino resistance was defined as

90 Linderman, Mirror, 10; Ninkovich, The United States and Imperialism, 39–40.
91 Phillips, McKinley, 92.
92 Kagan, Dangerous Nation, 264–84. J. R. Holmes, Theodore Roosevelt and World Order:

Police Power in International Relations (Washington, DC: Potomac, 2006), links
Roosevelt’s vision of trusteeship to his view of providential lessons of history, and
especially the Civil War use of police power: 75, 84, 144–58.

93 Kramer, Blood of Government, 335, 88, 136–7; Linn, Philippine War, 7–9, 198–201, 212.
94 Guelzo, Emancipation Proclamation, 220; White, Greatest Speech, 83.
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rebellion, the Filipinos’ turn to guerrilla tactics determined the
American response. Theodore Roosevelt compared them to Apaches
for their ‘savage’ behaviour.95 Governor William Howard Taft saw guer-
rilla resistance as criminal conspiracy, murder and assassination. Crim-
inals deserved appropriate treatment.96

The tension between non-intervention, democracy promotion, and
security concerns that Acheson later sketched from his experience also
faced McKinley, as a similar one had faced Lincoln three decades
previously. Intervention originated in concerns about instability and
human suffering in nearby areas of vital interest. Americans went
to war for Cuba feeling righteous over human rights, democracy and
mission. Missionary opportunities to uplift the benighted, advance civil-
isation and self-government were more important than permanent
acquisition of territory.97 Elections were, in Lincoln’s words, crucial:
‘We can not have free government without elections’.98 Elections depend
on stability and order. Promoting the latter contradicted interventionist
principles when tactics mirrored reconcentration, or troops used tor-
ture.99 American counter-insurgency in the Philippines caused an outcry
reminiscent of that against Spain’s in Cuba. Failure to live up to humani-
tarian intent broke the pro-war consensus. Lincoln’s redefinition of
freedom added to republican self-rule a commitment to freedom as
state-facilitated self-realisation.100 Tensions between these definitions
were apparent in debates over imperialism. After a war for Cuban
freedom, Americans debated how to secure self-rule and self-realisation.
Instability and lawlessness created a humanitarian crisis. Intervention
followed to protect the weak. But what if, unlike the Puerto Ricans, the
population resisted? An analyst of Roosevelt’s thought on the inter-
national police power roots comments that a ‘rhetoric of militant
decency’ linked moral, education and health reforms for all to justice,
and justice to obedience to laws. Force was needed to uphold the laws
that were the key to civilisation.101

The issue of capacity for self-rule was a key American concern.
Secretary of War Root characterised American rule as democracy ‘on

95 Miller, Benevolent Assimilation, 152, 171; Kramer, Blood of Government, 87–90, 101.
96 Ninkovich, The United States and Imperialism, 52–9; also Kramer, Blood of Government,

103–4, 121–8, 134–43, 146–9, 215–26.
97 Hamilton, McKinley, II, 159–83; Offner, Unwanted War, 227–34.
98 Quoted in J. L. Weber, Copperheads: The Rise and Fall of Lincoln’s Opponents in the North

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 198.
99 Tone, War and Genocide, 224.

100 G. Wills, Lincoln at Gettysburg: Words that Remade America (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1992), 121–47.

101 Holmes, Roosevelt, 25–35, 160–4.
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training wheels’. Freedom, stipulated Roosevelt, depended upon
self-restraint.102 Criticism of Spanish governance in Cuba was validated
by events. Proctor’s account clinched the argument that Spain lacked the
capacity to govern humanely or effectively.103 The failure of the colonial
state in Cuba to provide effective governance was a key element in the
creation of an interventionist consensus. Failed states (or colonies) made
bad neighbours. Woodford pressed for intervention against a ‘horrible
and unchristian’ regime to stop ‘this cruel, useless, and horrid
warfare’.104 Wanting to end ‘the present hell of famine and anarchy’,
he opposed Cuban independence because ‘I do not believe that the
population is fit for self-government’. In a ‘mad-house’, only American
control would restore peace.105 McKinley refused to recognise the
Cuban republic: ‘until there is within the island a government capable
of performing the duties and discharging the functions of a separate
nation’.106

A paternalistic attitude to people considered lacking capacity for
self-rule brought humanitarian interveners to champion American con-
trol. The Teller Amendment reflected idealistic pre-war desire to liberate
Cuba. Post-intervention, however, the creation of institutions that lived
up to the unselfish ideals was not straightforward. Cuban elections took
place on a limited franchise in 1900. In 1902, an independence consti-
tution was adopted, but American concerns that internal disorder might
provoke European intervention brought the Platt amendment, ‘virtually
a substitute for formal annexation’, forced on reluctant Cubans as a
condition of independence.107 Limitations on self-government cast
doubt on the sincerity of humanitarian motives. Critics viewed and
view the stress on mission, providence and God as cover for more
worldly motivations.108 They point to the Platt amendment and to the
Philippine counter-insurgency’s sometimes brutal treatment of the local
population. Behaviour that contradicted McKinley’s proclamations of
altruism upset former allies.109 Excesses fuelled a backlash at home.

Policy emerged piecemeal and came into conflict with the ideals
underpinning it. Intervention for humane and patriotic motives was so
popular it overwhelmed McKinley’s resistance to war. Wartime events

102 Ninkovich, The United States and Imperialism, 57–70, 87–8, 92–3.
103 Perez, War of 1898, 62.
104 Woodford to Sherman, 13 Sept. 1897, FRUS 1898, 563–5.
105 Woodford to McKinley, 17 Mar. 1898, FRUS 1898, 685–8.
106 Message to Congress, 11 Apr. 1898, in Richardson, Messages and Papers, 39, 40.
107 J. Smith, The United States and Latin America: A History of American Diplomacy, 1776–

2000 (London: Routledge, 2005), 64.
108 Miller, Benevolent Assimilation, 15, 242. 109 Ibid., 42–3.
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produced a presence in the Philippines that turned, faute de mieux, into
colonial control. Debates raged over how much discipline and military
control were appropriate. Critics denounced as un-American the impos-
ition of the values of the Declaration of Independence ‘at cannon’s
mouth’.110 Atrocity stories provoked Congressional investigations.
Lodge then reminded colleagues of the nation’s divinely ordained mis-
sion to promote freedom. The vehemence of such debates derived from
principles both sides drew upon. The issue lay in how best to be true to
them. Critics often considered intervention tactically misguided or
insufficiently true to humanitarian principles rather than plain wrong.

Mark Twain supported war with Spain but turned anti-imperialist
when the repercussions highlighted the contradictions inherent in using
force to promote democracy. Filipino home rule did gradually grow, and
the Platt Amendment was repealed in 1933. Contradictions remained
between democracy, order and stability. Interventions followed to
enforce good government and order. One commitment was sacrificed
in pursuit of the others.

110 Silbey, Frontier and Empire, 89–97; Zimmermann, Great Triumph, 409.
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